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 Passionate Advocates Who Care About Your Employee Rights

FREE CONSULTATION

 Gloria Allred












 Tenacious Lawyers Unafraid To Fight For You

FREE CONSULTATION

 Michael Maroko












 Leaders In Fighting For Victims of Workplace Sexual Harassment

FREE CONSULTATION

 Nathan Goldberg












 Taking on the Biggest Corporations and Winning

FREE CONSULTATION

 Dolores Leal












 Masters at Litigation and Confidential Pre-litigation Settlements 

FREE CONSULTATION

 John West












 Super Lawyers For Over 25 Years

FREE CONSULTATION

 Renee Mochkatel












 Decades Long Champions of Racial Equality

FREE CONSULTATION

 Marcus Spiegel












 Trailblazers for Sexual Orientation Rights

FREE CONSULTATION

 Christina Cheung












 Groundbreaking Lawyers for Victims of Sexual Assault
 

FREE CONSULTATION

 María Díaz












 Relentless Fighters for Those Who Suffered Child Abuse
 

FREE CONSULTATION

 Byron Lau












 Masters at Litigation and Confidential Pre-litigation Settlements 

FREE CONSULTATION

 Kirby Cañon












 Masters at Litigation and Confidential Pre-litigation Settlements 

FREE CONSULTATION

 Olivia Flechsig



































Employee Rights, Discrimination, Harassment & Sexual Abuse













FREE CONSULTATION













We Have Obtained In Excess Of $1 BILLION On Behalf Of Our Clients










See Results











Standing Up for Your Rights in the Workplace













Tenacious Employment Rights Lawyers Ready to Fight for You




Gloria Allred, Michael Maroko and Nathan Goldberg founded our law firm 45 years ago. It has grown to be one of the pre-eminent employment law firms in the country.



The firm has participated in numerous important civil rights actions. Our prominent national visibility, however, never detracts from the personal service and aggressive advocacy we provide all clients. We are focused on helping clients who are the victims of sexual assault, harassment, discrimination, retaliation, wrongful termination, and other employee rights violations.



In the past twenty years, we have won over half a billion dollars in settlements and verdicts on behalf of our clients in employment cases.



Our Focus Is on Your Rights




After 40 years advocating on behalf of employees, we remain one of the largest and most respected employment law firms nationwide. Our firm has vindicated the rights of thousands of individuals by securing significant compensation.
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A Vast Majority of Our Clients Are Everyday People.




You don’t have to be a celebrity to hire us as counsel.









“Allred, Maroko & Goldberg made me feel understood and valued throughout our time together and I appreciate that more than I could ever express. They made informed decisions on my behalf that led to a large settlement. It was so impressive to watch them work, they are masters at their craft.” – Katie B.














“I consider myself extremely fortunate to have been represented by the Allred, Maroko and Goldberg law firm. The attorneys are clearly top-notch in their field and have a well-deserved reputation for being tireless advocates on behalf of their clients. I could not have asked for anyone better to handle my case.” – Becky H.














“I had an exceptionally positive experience with Allred, Maroko & Goldberg. Their team exceeded my expectations when it comes to professionalism. In my initial phone call, I immediately felt at ease. They took the time to really listen and were always so responsive and communicative. I can’t recommend them enough.” – Gina C.














“I had a few options when selecting representation and I am so grateful I went with Allred, Maroko and Goldberg. They were extremely knowledgable, tactful and powerful when exercising my legal rights and exuded sympathy towards me throughout my entire case.” – Mahim K.














“The AMG Firm Stands behind their mission statement of Justice, Integrity and Reputation. I came to them with a very high profile, public and extremely sensitive case. They guided me with expertise and care. I hope I never find myself in a situation like this again but if I do, they will be the firm that I call.” – Elizabeth L.















READ MORE TESTIMONIALS











Attorneys Protecting the Rights of Individuals




Allred, Maroko & Goldberg has a formidable record of success whether securing a confidential prelitigation settlement, or at trial, or on appeal. From our offices in California and New York, we help clients across the U.S. seek justice. Our attorneys have built a reputation as aggressive advocates for clients at every stage of the legal process. Since the firm’s inception, we have recovered more than half a billion dollars for our clients.



Our attorneys are internationally recognized authors and lecturers on complex legal issues for both our peers and the public at large. In addition, they are frequent commentators for national broadcast media and have been instrumental in developing new legislation designed to protect the rights of employees and individuals nationwide.


















“I understand how injustice is impacting people’s lives economically, psychologically, often physically. It’s all personal. For me, if one person is denied their rights, we’re all being denied our rights.” – Gloria Allred













View Our Facebook Live Series: Know Your Rights! with Gloria Allred




We are pleased to announce the launch of a new Facebook Livestream called, “Know Your Rights! with Gloria Allred” as well as a Spanish counterpart called, “¡Conoce Tus Derechos! con Gloria Allred.” Our firm’s attorneys answer frequently asked questions on topics directly relevant to our firm’s practice areas. A complete list of episodes, in both English and Spanish, can be viewed here.









 














Contact Us for a Confidential Review of Your Case




Do you believe you are a victim of an employee rights violation or other injustice? Contact our firm for a case evaluation. Ask about our experience with confidential pre-litigation settlements and our previous courtroom successes.
We can be reached in Los Angeles at 323-302-4774 and New York at 212-202-2966.
Se Habla Español
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LOS ANGELES
6300 Wilshire Blvd.
Suite 1500
Los Angeles, CA 90048
Los Angeles Law Office Map 







NEW YORK
305 Broadway
Suite 607
New York, NY 10007
New York Law Office Map 
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